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Nonlinear restrictive difference equations (with restrictions of inequalities type) are received at assumptions that dynamics of the vector variables of conditions of the market (the prices of the goods, a consumer demand, sales volumes, not sold goods remainders) is of discrete time and depends from volumes of goods deliveries to the market. It is shown that conditionally maximum profit of the seller (at the fixed level of deliveries of the goods to the market) is expressed by continuous piecewise-smooth function of a vector of level of deliveries. The optimal (from the point of view of maximum of the seller profit) strategy of goods deliveries onto the market is found. This strategy takes into account a market condition (commodity deficiency, overstocking of the market or dynamic balance between supply and demand for each of the goods) in the current time moment and in the future moment onto which delivery will be predicted. It is shown that the seller can provide the highest profit only in a zone of dynamic balance of the market when the goods offer coincides with a consumer demand in some range of the prices. It is shown also that owing to delay of goods deliveries to the market the construction and the realization of optimal strategy of deliveries are possible only by means of the virtual market model which predicts the market condition for all moments of the interval of deliveries delay. The algorithm of construction and realization of optimal strategy of deliveries is offered. This model generalizes on a case of many competing goods a market model of goods of a single type [1] .
Numerical modelling of functioning of the market of competing goods in conditions of the deliveries delay with the optimal deterministic strategy of deliveries has been done in both cases when demand for the goods was deterministic, and when it was with casual fluctuations.
